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Aliosha made many pioneering contributions 
to the understanding of diffractive processes 
in high-energy hadron interactions:

He was the first to evaluate the effects 
low mass (N*) diffraction  (1971)

Kaidalov et al. performed the first triple-
Regge analysis  (1973)
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Pioneering model for soft high-energy hadron interactions

A.B. Kaidalov,   L.A. Ponomarev,   K.A. Ter-Martirosyan

Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 44 (1986)

included multi-Pomeron diagrams in global description,
for first time, with vertices

g(nP mP)  =  gN λn+m-2

……..2007-10

M. Poghosyan,  A.B. Kaidalov



the effect of the
unitarity corrns

via multi-Pomeron
diagrams
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Pomeron traj

confinement decreases
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In the 1990’s on….

Kaidalov and Orsay collaboration (Capella,
Tran Thanh Van…..)

From 2001 on…..

Kaidalov and Durham (KMR) collaboration

More recently….    with the ALICE collabn at LHC



HERA diffve PDFs

soft rescatt.
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Kaidalov et al.    EPJC (2001)

CDF diffve dijets

Paper also discussed possible β dependence,
and emphasized enhanced rescatt. effects



Dijet production
at the Tevatron
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FP is Pomeron “flux factor”
ξ is fraction of incoming 
mom. carried by Pom.
x = βξ
f are the effective PDFs

= S1
2/S2

~ 0.12/0.05 = 0.2
CDF data     D = 0.19 +/- 0.07

Need same kinematics.
Uncertainities cancel.
Could study S(β)

(if β=β1, 
same ξ)



Exclusive SUSY Higgs:    pp p + (h, H, A) + p 2003

A(0-) ~ sin φ

h(0+) ~ const
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stimulated by
discussions between
Alice Valkarova and
Aliosha et al. at the
“low x” meeting in
Ischia, Italy, this time 
last year



Kaidalov et al.  (2003)
Kaidalov et al.  (2010):



We will all miss Aliosha Kaidalov

for his wide and deep knowledge

for his modesty, and his patience and care 
of others less brilliant than himself

for his quiet humour and distinctive chuckle

for his singing, that has enriched many a conference dinner

for his calm and stoical approach to his illnesses

but above all for his humanity, for his friendship to those who 
were fortunate enough to meet him.  A life so well-lived

A wonderful person.   He will be greatly missed


